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Statement of Teaching Philosophy  
Jacob Martin Rump, Ph.D. 

 
At the core of my teaching philosophy is the belief that learning and doing philosophy demands active 
engagement with ideas, a practice that begins—in the undergraduate classroom as in professional 
academic life—with persistent and rigorous questioning. As a teacher, I encourage my students to 
cultivate a sense of wonder in inquiry, to ask questions in thoughtful, structured ways, and to evaluate 
inferences and underlying presuppositions in their own ideas and those of others. I believe that a self-
reflective, philosophical perspective on the world should be a part of students’ experience beyond the 
classroom and course assignments; it should follow them into late-night conversations and inform their 
everyday lives.  

In the classroom I further this goal through a Socratic approach, directing inquiry by asking 
questions, soliciting student reactions to the text and their colleagues and responding with further 
requests for clarification or argument. This questioning approach, paired with informal lecture arising 
organically in the course of the inquiry, allows me to cover key concepts as one would in more formal 
lectures while also inviting students to articulate and argue for their own ideas and interpretations. By 
mid-semester most students begin to “internalize” this questioning approach and to offer arguments and 
clarifications of their views without further prompting, skills that carry over into their writing. I strive to 
show students that philosophical answers should lead us raise new questions, and that perhaps all 
questions, if pursued far enough, become philosophical questions. 
 But philosophy consists of much more than a series of questions: engaging its complex ideas 
involves recognizing the discipline's connection to other elements of the students' education, and above 
all to their lives. To promote this, a new strategy this semester has been the use of a course VoiceThread, 
a simple web-based discussion board that allows students to post short, unedited video or audio 
recordings as well as blog-style typed responses to original readings. In my Modern philosophy course I 
frame this assignment as the students’ creation of an informal network of “digital letters” in imitation of 
scholarly correspondence in the seventeenth century “Republic of Letters.” I find that students hesitant 
to explore philosophical ideas in formal writing have much more to say and are more able to make 
connections to their own values and life experiences through this informal channel. The assignment has 
proven successful at encouraging this practice while facilitating student-to-student discussion outside the 
classroom, and has raised expectations for clarity and originality of thought since students’ work is 
available to and discussed by their peers.  
 In all my courses, writing is positioned as continuous with the work of doing philosophy. I teach 
my students that writing is a form of thinking, and not merely a report on what has already been read 
and thought, that writing out complex ideas is not just a task completed for a grade, but a way of 
clarifying one's ideas—and one's questions—though careful argument and precise explanation. I believe 
the synthetic and organizational demands of good writing help us to improve our reasoning not just 
regarding philosophical topics, but also for future endeavors in everyday life. In pursuit of this goal, I 
employ a multi-modal composition approach, using different types of assignments throughout the 
semester such as short in-class responses, précis, short papers, VoiceThread or blog posts as discussed 
above, take-home essay exams, or longer research papers. I frequently begin a class session with a five-
minute in-class writing assignment on a question based on the day's reading.  

Paper assignments in lower-level courses are generally shorter (2-3 pages) and include optional 
rewrites of graded work. Early in the semester I devote entire class sessions to a writing workshop in 
which we discuss what I am looking for in student papers and collaboratively develop and critique thesis 
statements based on the course readings. I have found this to aid tremendously in helping students to 
become clearer about their ideas and questions through regular writing, which in turn has made them 
more comfortable and engaged participants in the classroom and more successful at longer out-of-class 
writing assignments. In introductory courses I frequently assign short, two-part “summary and response” 
papers, in which, after writing a concise one-page précis of a text or argument, students must pose their 
own philosophical “exploration question” in relation to it and write a short essay responding to that 
question. Requiring students to write their own questions improves their ability to formulate original and 
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pertinent lines of inquiry (in my experience one of the most commonly under-developed skills among 
first-time philosophy students), and helps to insure that written work maintains a focused engagement 
with the course material and avoids sweeping generalizations that lack substantive engagement with 
central ideas. In more advanced courses I prefer essay exams or shorter writing assignments during the 
semester to check individual comprehension of complex ideas, and a larger assignment (which could take 
a variety of forms) at the end to encourage extended engagement with a question or topic of the 
student's choice.  

More generally, I believe the greatest pedagogical emphasis in lower-level courses should be on 
basic critical thinking skills and on learning to clearly articulate ideas and questions verbally as well as in 
writing. In core and more advanced courses, the need to cover more specific topics or historical periods 
and the presumed higher level of background in the discipline should lead to a focus on close reading 
and the explication of texts and arguments as well as the cultivation of discussion skills. In upper-level 
seminars, I feel it is especially important to integrate secondary literature, helping the students to situate 
what they are studying both systematically within the discipline and in terms of broader cultural, 
historical, and sociopolitical concerns. This also encourages students to think about the relationship of 
philosophy to their other disciplinary interests and their everyday lives, and can provide important 
examples of professional scholarship for those who may be considering advanced work in the field. In 
advanced courses, while I continue to use a broadly Socratic approach, the questions I pose become 
more complex and the students are asked to take a more active role in shaping class discussion and 
synthesizing ideas from diverse perspectives. Examples of assignments, course syllabi and evaluations of 
my teaching are available on my website. 
 I believe that a focus on clarity in thinking, reading, writing, and questioning is the key to 
successful learning in the humanities and especially in the discipline of philosophy. I aim for continued 
progress toward these ideals in my own scholarship, and I strive to instill the same goals in my students, 
helping them to develop not only their knowledge and academic skills but also a lifelong joy in learning, 
thinking, and questioning. 
 


